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On a Pair of Dual Subschemes of the Hamming Scheme Hn(q) 
A. R. CALDERBANK* AND J.-M. GOETHALS 
We consider codes in the Hamming association scheme Hn (q) with interesting metric properties. 
We describe how a uniformly packed linear code C determines a pair of dual subschemes. The 
existence of this pair of sub schemes is used to establish restrictions on the possible distances 
between codewords in the dual code C.L. These restrictions also apply to arbitrary codes with 
degree e + 1 and strength 2e or 2e + 1. An analogous result gives necessary conditions for the 
existence of non-linear uniformly packed codes. When q = 2 we determine the possible parameters 
of uniformly packed 2-error-correcting linear codes. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper analyzes codes within the framework of the Hamming association scheme 
Hn(q). The main theorem is stated below in the language of association schemes. 
THEOREM 1. Let C be a subset of Hn (q) with degree e + 1 and strength 2e or 2e + 1. If 
WI> W2, ... , We+ l are the non-zero distances between elements of C then 
is an integer dividing ICle+1. 
qe(e+1)/2rr (wi-wj ) 
i>j 
e 
When C is a linear code, WI> ••• , We+l are the non-zero weights of codewords in C 
(the degree being the number of non-zero weights), and the strength of C is one less 
than the minimum weight in Cl.. Delsarte [3] proved Theorem 1 for two-weight linear 
codes C by a different argument. The definitions for arbitrary subsets C are given in 
Section 2 where we also present results established by Delsarte in [4] that are required 
to prove the main theorem. 
When C is a linear code, the hypotheses of Theorem 1 can be reformulated as metric 
properties of the dual code Cl.. This is described in Section 3. The dual code Cl. is a 
uniformly packed e-error-correcting code. 
Section 4 begins with the proof of Theorem 1. As a corollary we obtain restrictions on 
the weight distribution of a 3 weight code C with the property that Cl. is 2-error-correcting. 
We also prove an analog of Theorem 1 giving necessary conditions for the existence of 
non-linear uniformly packed codes in the Hamming scheme Hn(q). We conclude by 
determining the possible parameters of uniformly packed 2-error-correcting binary linear 
codes. 
THEOREM 3. Let Cl. be a 2-error-correcting [n,n-k] binary code that is uniformly packed 
with parameters A and JL. Let WI> W2, and W3 be the non-zero weights in the dual code C. Then 
(1) n = 22m+ l _l, k = 4m + 2, A = (22m -4)/3, JL = (22m -1)/3, WI = 22m _2m, W2 = 22m, 
W3 =22m +2m. 
* A. R. Calderbank gave a preliminary report on this work at the special conference on coding theory held 
at AT&T Bell Laboratories, 17-18 December 1981 to mark the retirement of F. Jessie MacWilliams. 
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(2) n = 6, k = 5, A = 0, J.I- = 2, WI = 2, W2 = 4, W3 = 6, 
(3) n =21, k=9, A = 1, J.I- =4, WI =8, W2= 12, W3= 16, 
(4) n =22, k= 10, A =0, J.I- =2, WI =8, W2= 12, W3= 16, or 
(5) n = 70, k = 12, A = 16, J.I- = 10, WI = 24, W 2 = 32, W3 = 40. 
The parameters listed as (1) are those of the binary BCH codes. The [6, 5] zero-sum code 
has the parameters listed as (2). Codes with the parameters listed as (3) and (4~ are 
obtained by puncturing and twice puncturing the [23, 12, 7] Golay code. The existence 
of a code with the parameters listed as (5) is an open problem. Goethals and van Tilborg 
had observed that these parameters were admissible in [6]. 
2. A PAIR OF DUAL AsSOCIATION SCHEMES 
The proof of the main theorem assumes results established by Delsarte in [4]. In this 
section we present those results. In particular we describe how a linear code with certain 
properties determines a pair of dual association schemes. 
An association scheme with n classes on a set X is a partition of the set of 2-element 
subsets of X into n classes rl> r 2 , ••• , rn satisfying 
(1) given XEX the number V j of YEX with {X,Y}Erj depends only on i; 
(2) given x, Y E X with {x, Y}E r k, the number of Z E X with {x, z} E r j and {y, Z}E lj is 
a constant P~j depending only on i, j, and k. 
The Hamming scheme H(n, q) is an association scheme with n classes. Here F = GF(q), 
X = F n and a pair of vectors {x, y} is in r j if and only if the Hamming distance d(x, y) = i. 
Let Do = I and let D j be the adjacency matrix of the graph (X, rJ. The commuting 
symmetric matrices Do, DI> " " Dn span an n + 1 dimensional real algebra called the 
Bose-Mesner algebra of the scheme. Since the Bose-Mesner algebra is semisimple it 
admits a unique basis of mutually orthogonal idempotent matrices J o, JI> ... , I n. Here 
J o= IXrlJ where J is the matrix with every entry 1. Writing Dk = L?=OPk(i)J j, for 
k = 0,1, ... , n, we have DkJj = Pk(i)J j. Thus Pk(i) is the eigenvalue of Dk associated with 
the eigenspace V; spanned by the columns of J j. The (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix P with ik-th 
entry Pk(i) is called the eigen;'lQtrix of the scheme. The matrix Q = IXIP-t, with ik-th 
entry qk( i), is called the dual eigenmatrix. For any choice of n + 1 distinct real numbers 
Zo = 0, Zh ... , Zn we can find polynomials lPo, lPh ... , lPn each of degree at most n such 
that lPk(Zj) = Pk(i) for O~ i, k~ n. The association scheme is said to be P-polynomial if 
there is a choice of Zo = 0, Zh ... , Zn for which lPk has degree k for 0 ~ k ~ n. Q-polynomial 
schemes are defined similarly with Q replacing P in the definition. The Hamming scheme 
H(n, q) is both P and Q-polynomial with Zj = i, i = 0,1, ... , nand 
(1) 
where 
Kk(z) = j~O (-IY(q _1)k-j G)(~=;) (2) 
is the k-th Krawtchouk polynomial. 
Let C be a subset of the point set X of a Q-polynomial scheme. The inner distribution 
a = (ao, ah •.• , an) of C is given by 
aj = ICI-I L Dj(x, y), 
X,YEC 
which is the average valency of rjle. Let L = {ill ~ i ~ nand ai ¥- OJ. The dual distribution 
b = (bo, bh ••. , bn) of C is the vector ICi-IaQ. Delsarte proved that bo = 1 and bi ~ 0 for 
1 ~ i ~ n. The degree s( C) of C is the number of non-zero components of the inner 
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distribution not counting ao = 1. The subset C is said to have strength t if b l = b2 = ... = 
b, = O. The maximum strength t( C) is the largest t for which C has strength t. If C £ GP(q)" 
is a linear code in the Hamming scheme H(n, q), then ai is the number of codewords of 
weight i in C and bi is the number of codewords of weight i in C.L. Thus s( C) is the 
number of non-zero weights in C and t{ C) + 1 is the minimum weight in the dual code 
C.L. The following theorem is given as Theorem 5.25 of [4] and as Theorem 3.17 of [5]. 
THEOREM (Delsarte). Let C be a subset of the point set of an association scheme that 
is Q-polynomial with respect to real numbers Zo = 0, Z .. . . . , Zn. Let a = (ao, a .. ... , a") be 
the inner distribution of C and let L = {ill";;; i ,,;;; nand a i ;c O}. If the degree s( C) = sand 
the maximum strength t( C) = t of C satisfy t;;. 2s - 2 then the restriction to C of the given 
scheme is an association scheme on C that is Q-polynomial with respect to Zo = 0 and {zili E L}. 
Delsarte also proved that the dual eigenmatrix Q'=[qk(i)] (where O,,;;;k,,;;;s and 
i E {O} u L) of the restricted scheme is related to the dual eigenmatrix Q of the original 
scheme by 
k = 0,1, ... , s -1, i E {O}u L, 
if i = 0, 
(3) 
if i E L. 
Suppose that C is a linear code with e + 1 non-zero weights w .. W2, ••• , We+l and that 
C.L is an e-error-correcting code. Then s( C) = e + 1, t( C) = 2e or 2e + 1 and the theorem 
given above implies that we can define an association scheme on C with e + 1 classes 
r .. r2, ... , ren A pair of codewords {x, y} is in r i if and only if d (x, y) = Wi' This 
association scheme we call the distance scheme. Now (1) and (3) imply that the dual 
eigenmatrix Q'=[q':(w;)] (where wo=O) is given by 
qk(W;) = Kk(Wi ), k=O,I, ... ,e, i=O,I, ... ,e+l, (4) 
if i = 0, 
(5) 
if i = 1, 2, ... , e + 1. 
Since the distance scheme is invariant under translation by codewords of C it is possible 
to define a dual scheme with e+1 classes rr,r!, ... ,r:+1 (see Example 3.19 of [5]). 
The points of this dual scheme are the cosets of C.L, represented by their coset leaders. 
The weight of a coset is the weight of a coset leader. A pair of cosets {C.L + x, C.L + y} is 
in rr if and only if the coset C.L+(x- y) has weight i. (The covering radius of C.L is 
bounded above by s( C) = e + 1.) This association scheme we call the coset scheme. To 
show that we have really defined an association scheme and that the two schemes are 
dual in the usual sense ([4, Section 2.6] or [5, Section 2]) we perform a calculation. 
Let Ie! = IP" / C.LI = N. We order the coset leaders v .. V2,'''' VN of C and use the 
ordering to define the adjacency matrix A = [aij] of the graph (C, rr>, Let X: p+ ~ e be 
any non-principal character of the additive group P+. Ifx E C then the map xx:y ~ X(x' y), 
for all YEP", is a character of the quotient group P" / C.L and distinct elements x of C 
define distinct characters of P" / C.L. Define a vector ex E eN by setting 
(eX)i = XxCv;), for i = I, 2, ... , N. 
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Let Ui E pn, i = 1,2, ... , n, denote the vector with a 1 in position i and zeros elsewhere. 
If x = (XI> ••. , xn) is any codeword of C then X· Ui = Xi for i = 1,2, . .. , n. Now 
N 
(exA)j = L Xx( v;)aij = L Xx( v;) 
i=l i 
wt(c.L+v,-vj)=1 
= (n(q -1) - qwt(x))(ex)j' 
Hence the matrix A has e + 2 different eigenvalues and the eigenvectors in each eigenspace 
correspond to codewords of a given weight as required. Finally we recall that the 
eigenvalues of the coset scheme are obtained by interchanging the role of the matrices 
p and Q of the distance scheme. 
EXAMPLE. Let m ~ 2 and let C be the dual of the binary 2-error-correcting BCH code 
of length n = 22m+! -1 and dimension 22m+! - 4m - 3. Kasami [8] proved that C is a 3 
weight code with weights 
(6) 
The Q matrix of the distance scheme (P matrix of the coset scheme) is given below. 
r 
122m +! _124m+! - 3.22m +! 24m+ 1 + 22m -1
J 
-1 _(22m _I) 22m-1 (7) Q
' = ~1 2m +1 -1 (2 m _1)2 _(22m + 1) 
_(2m + 1 + 1) (2 m + 1? _(22m + 1) 
Since Ko(z) = 1 all entries in column 1 are 1. By (4) the entries in column 2 are obtained 
by evaluating Kl (z) = n - 2z at Wo = 0, WI> W2 and W3• The entries in column 3 are obtained 
by evaluating Kz(z) = !(Ki(z) - n) at Wo = 0, WI> W2, and W3, and the entries in column 4 
are obtained via (5). The P matrix of the distance scheme (Q matrix of the coset scheme) 
is given below. 
r 
1 2m-l(23m+l + 22m+1 - 2m -1) 
P' = 1 2m-l(22m+l + 2m -1) 
1 2m - 1(2 m -1) . 
1 _2 m - 1(2m + 1) 
The entries of P' and Q' satisfy 
24m+ 1 + 22m - 1 
_22m -1 
_22m-1 
22m -1 
2m- 1(23m+! _ 22m+1 _ 2m + 1)] 
_2m-l(22m+!_2m -1) (8) 
2m - 1(2m + 1) 
_2 m - 1(2m -1) 
where Pk is the dimension of the eigenspace Vk , and Vi is the number of codewords of 
weight Wi (see [5, Corollary 1.2]). Hence the entries p:(O) in the first row of P' are the 
number of codewords of C of weight Wi, i = 0,1,2,3 and the entries q:(O) in the first row 
of Q' are the number of cosets of C.L of weight i, i = 0,1,2, and 3. 
3. UNIFORMLY PACKED CODES 
In Section 2 we described how a linear code C satisfying certain conditions determines 
a pair of dual association schemes. In this section we describe how to reformulate these 
conditions as metric properties of the dual code C.L. 
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In a perfect e-error-correcting code the spheres of radius e about the codewords are 
disjoint and they cover the whole space. MacWilliams ([11] and [12]) proved that an 
e-error-correcting linear code is perfect if and only if there are exactly e non-zero weights 
in the dual code. For example, the ternary [11, 6, 5] Golay code is perfect and non-zero 
codewords in the dual code have weight 6 or 9. 
Uniformly packed codes are a generalization of perfect codes and were introduced by 
Semakov, Zinovjev, and Zaitzev in [13]. In a uniformly packed e-error-correcting code 
the spheres of radius e + 1 about the codewords cover the whole space and these spheres 
overlap in a very regular way. There are constants A and J.L (with A < (n - e)( q -1)/ (e + 1)) 
such that vectors at distance e from the code are in A + 1 spheres and vectors at distance 
e + 1 from the code are in J.L spheres. If the restriction on A were removed, a perfect code 
would also be uniformly packed. Goethals and van Tilborg [6] proved that an e-error-
correcting linear code is uniformly packed if and only if there are exactly e + 1 non-zero 
weights in the dual code. For example, the binary [24, 12,8] Golay code is uniformly 
packed with parameters A = 0 and J.L = 6. This code is self-dual and non-zero codewords 
have weight 8,12,16 or 24. The 2-error-correcting BCH code of length n = 22m+l_1 
(m ~ 2) is another example. Gorenstein, Peterson, and Zierler [7] proved that this code 
is quasi-perfect. Goethals and van Tilborg [6] proved that it is uniformly packed with 
parameters J.L = (22m -1)/3 and A = J.L -1. 
Van Lint and Tietavainen proved that a non-trivial perfect code over any field GF(q) 
must have the same parameters as one of the Hamming or Golay codes (see [10] and 
[14]). Van Tilborg [15] proved that there are no uniformly packed e-error-correcting 
codes for e ~ 4 and that the extended binary Golay code is the only binary uniformly 
packed 3-error-correcting code. For e = 1 and 2 examples do exist. For e = 1, the known 
examples are described in [2]. 
4. RESTRICTIONS ON DISTANCES BETWEEN CODEWORDS 
4.1. Codes that determine a subscheme 
We have seen that if C is a subset of the Hamming scheme Hn(q) , with degree e+ 1, 
and strength 2e or 2e + 1, then the restriction to C of the classes of Hn( q) is an association 
scheme on C with e + 1 classes. If (ao, . .. , an) is the inner distribution of C then ao = 1, 
ai ;c 0 for i = WI> ••• , We+ 1 say, and ai = 0 otherwise. In this section we establish restrictions 
on the integers WI> •• • , W e+l that can occur in this way. 
THEOREM 1. Let C be a subset of Hn (q) with degree e + 1 and strength 2e or 2e + 1. 
If WI> W2, ••• , W e+ 1 are the non-zero distances between elements of C then 
i> j 
is an integer dividing I CI e+l. 
PROOF. The polynomial 
F(x) = ICI ~~: (1- ;) 
is called the annihilator polynomial of C. We have F(O)=ICI and F(Wi)=O for i= 
1,2, ... , e + 1. By (1), (2), and (3) the Q matrix of the restricted scheme is an integral 
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matrix of the following form. 
1 KI(O) Ke\O) ( F(O) - kt Kk(O)) 
Q'= 1 KI(w l ) Ke( WI) (F(WI)-kt Kk(WI)) 
1 KI(we+l) ... KAwe+l ) ( F( We+l) - kt Kk( We+l)) 
For k~ 1, the Krawtchouk polynomial Kk(x) can be written as a polynomial in KI(x) 
with leading coefficient 
(_q)k/k! 1 
(_q)k k! 
Hence there is a lower triangular matrix T with diagonal entries Too = 1, T kk = 1/ k! for 
1 .;; k.;; e, and 
such that 
[
1 
I 1 
Q = : 
'I 
KI(O) Ki(O) 
KI(wl ) Ki(wl ) 
If pi is the P matrix of the restricted scheme then Q'P' = I ClI so the entries of pi are 
rational. But the entries of pi are algebraic numbers since they are -eigenvalues of (0, 1) 
adjacency matrices. Hence pi is an integral matrix and det Q' is an integer dividing ICle+2. 
Since Q'T- I is a Vandermonde matrix, 
detQ'=qe+1 (eit Wk)qe(e+I)/2(,n (Wi-Wj)) detT 
k=1 I>j 
that is 
qe(e+I)/2 IT (Wi - Wj) 
detQ'= i>j ICI. 
e 
IT (k!) 
k=1 
This finishes the proof. 
EXAMPLE 1. Here C is the dual of the binary 2-error-correcting BCH code of length 
n = 22m+l_l (m ~ 2) and dimension22m+I -4m -3. Then ICI = 24m+2 and C has 3 non-zero 
weights 
We have 
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EXAMPLE 2. Here C is a Kerdock code in H(2 m -1, 2) where m:;:. 4 is even. C is a 
non-linear code, I CI = 22m - I , and the possible distances between distinct codewords are 
We have 
e(e+I)/2 n ( ) q .. Wi - Wj 23. 2(m-2)/2 . 2(m-2)/2 . (2. 2(m-2)/2) 
.» . 22m - I 
e 2 n (k!) 
k=1 
The P and Q matrices of the restricted scheme are given by Delsarte in [4, Section 5.3.3]. 
We specialize Theorem 1 to give results about linear codes that are the duals of 1- and 
2-error-correcting uniformly packed codes. 
COROLLARY 1 (Delsarte). Let q = pm where p is prime. Let C be an [n, k] code over 
GF(q) with exactly 2 non-zero weights Wi> W2, and with the property that the minimum 
weight in the dual code C.L is 3 or 4. Then there are integers a and t such that 
WI = apt and W2 = (a + l)pt. 
PROOF. Theorem 1 implies that W2 - WI = pt for some integer t. The Q matrix of the 
restricted scheme is 
n(q-1) qk- n(q-1)-1 ] 
n(q-1)-qwI -n(q-1)+qwl -l 
n(q -1) - qW2 -n(q -1)+ qW2- 1 
The P matrix of the restricted scheme is given by p' = qkQ,-I, and 
k k pI _ q qWI __ q qWI _ -WI 
33 - det Q' - qptqk - pt . 
Now P~3 is an integer and so the result follows. 
REMARKS. The code C is the dual of a single-error-correcting uniformly packed code. 
Corollary 1 is due to Delsarte and is given as Theorem 2.1 of [3]. It is the starting 
point for the characterization of uniformly packed [n; k, 4] codes obtained by Calderbank 
in [1]. 
COROLLARY 2. Let q = pm where p is prime. Let C be an [n, k] code over GF(q) with 
exactly 3 non-zero weights WI < W2 < W3, and with the property that the minimum weight in 
the dual code C.L is 5 or 6. Then there is an integer t such that either 
(1) W3- W2=W2- WI=P\ 
(2) p = 3, W3 - w2=2.3\ and W2- WI =3\ or 
(3) p =3, W3 - W2 =3', and W2- WI =2.3'. 
PROOF. By Theorem 1, (W2 - wI )( W3 - W2)( W3 - wl )/2 is a power of p and the result 
follows. 
COROLLARY 3. Let q = pm where p is prime. Let C be an [n, k] code over GF(q) with 
exactly 3 non-zero weights Wi> W2, W3 satisfying W3 - W2 = W2 - WI = pI, and with the property 
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that the minimum weight in the dual code C.L is 5 or 6. Then there is an integer a such that 
WI = (a -1)p', 
PROOF. The Q matrix of the restricted scheme is 
Now 
and by hypothesis 
and 
K2(O) 
K 2 ( WI) 
Ki w2) 
Ki w3) 
(qk - K 2(O) - KI(O) -1)l 
(-KiwI) - KI(WI)-1) 
(-Ki W2) - K I( W2) -1) 
(-Ki w3) - KI(W3)-1) 
Kix) =!(Ki(x) - (q -2)KI(x) - n(q -1) 
K I(W3) = K I(W2) - qp'. 
The P matrix of the restricted scheme is integral and IS given by pi = qkQ'-I. A 
straightforward calculation shows that 
pI _ _ p'q(p2'q2_ q2W~) . qk 
43 - det Q' 
Since 
det Q' = q3p3'qk 
we have proved that p' divides W2 and the result follows. 
REMARKS. If P = 3, W3 - W2 = 2.3', and W2 - WI = 3' (case (2) of Corollary 2) then a 
similar analysis of the P and Q matrices of the restricted scheme shows that 
where a'jE 1 (mod 3). If P = 3, W3 - W2 = 3', and W2 - WI = 2.3' (case (3) of Corollary 2) then 
wI=a3 ', 
where a 'jE 2 (mod 3). We have been unable to eliminate these possibilities. 
4.2. Non-Linear Uniformly Packed Codes 
Now we prove an analog of Theorem 1 for non-linear uniformly packed codes in the 
Hamming scheme Hn(q). Let C be an e-error-correcting code that is uniformly packed 
with parameters A and /-t. Let b = (bo, bl> ... , bn ) be the dual distribution of C and let .1 
be the diagonal matrix .1 = diag [bo, b l , ••• , bn]. For any x E pn let b; (x) denote the number 
of elements of C at distance i from x, and let B; denote the column vector with entries 
indexed by the vectors in pn and with x-entry equal to b;(x). The outer distribution (or 
distribution matrix) of C is the matrix B = (Bo, Bh ••• , Bn). The following identity is given 
as Lemma 3.2 of [5]. 
(9) 
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where P = [Kk (j)] is the eigenmatrix of the Hamming scheme Hn (q). Let L = {kll ... k ... n 
and bk.,t=. O}. then the polynomial 
qn ( x) F(x)=- n I--Ie! kEL k 
is called the characteristic polynomial of C (If C is linear then F(x) is also the annihilator 
polynomial of C.L). Goethals and van Tilborg ([6], Theorem 12) proved that F(x) can 
be rewritten as 
Thus ILl = e + 1 and we writeL:;: {w" W2, ... , we+ I }. Let K :;: {O, 1, ... , e + I}, and let P, 
J denote the restriction of P, J to the sets Lu {O} x K and Lu {O} x Lu {O} respectively. 
If B:;: (Bo, B" ... , Be+l) then by (9) we have 
Let 
(1/~)(Ke+l(O)-AKe(O)) l 
(11 ~)(Ke+l( WI) - AKe( WI» 
(11 ~ )(Ke+1 (We~l) - AKe( We+l» 
Note that (11 ~ )(Ke+l(x) - AKe(x)) = F(x) - L~~l Kk(x). 
(10) 
THEOREM 2. Let D:;: diag [Ko(O), KI(O), . . . , Ke(O), (II ~)(Ke+l(O) - AKe(O))]. Then 
and 
n qe(e+I)/2 n (wj-Wj) 
(2) detQ':;:.!L j>j . 
Ie! Ii (k!) 
k~1 
PROOF. The matrices Q' and P are related by 
I 
o 
o 
0 
Q'=P 1 (11) 
-A 
1 
~ 
0 
1 
1 
~ 
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It follows from (10) that 
Now 
o 
o 
1 
o 
1 
-A 
JL 
o 
o 
1 
JL 
1 
iFB 
o 
o 
o 
(BTB)ij = I{XE pnld(x, c) = i, for some CE C and 
d(x, c') = j, for some c' E C}I. 
Since C has minimum distance at least 2e + 1 we have 
(BTB)ij=O ifi,ej and i+j<2e+l, 
and 
Thus 
1 
o 
Q,T = (ICI~)Q' = qn 0 Ke+1(O) r-------------~~--------~ 
o 
where 
and 
1 (-A -T- 1 -T- ) I Cl5 = - -- (B B)e.e+l +- (B B)e+l.e+l . 
JL JL JL 
1 
1 
o 
o 
-A 
JL 
1 
JL 
Consider spheres of radius e + 1 about the codewords of C. A vector at distance e from 
C is in A + 1 spheres and so it is at distance e + 1 from A codewords of C. Hence f3 = l' = O. 
Vectors at distance e + 1 from C are in JL spheres so 
ICl5 =! (-A (AIClKe(O»+! A 21C1Ke(0)+! JL2~ (Ke+1(0)ICI- AKe(O)ICI») 
JL JL JL JL JL 
and 5 = (1/ JL )(Ke+l (0) - AKe(O». 
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Part 2 is proved in the same way as Theorem 1. There is a lower triangular matrix T 
with diagonal entries Too = 1, T kk = 1/ k! for 1,;;; k,;;; e and 
(_1)e+l(q" /1 CD 
1(e+l)(e+1) = (e+I)' 
(-qr+1 n Wk 
k=1 
such that 
Q'~ ri 
Taking determinants gives part 2. 
EXAMPLE. Here q = 2, n = 11, e = 2, I CI = 24, A = 2 and /.t = 3. This code was construc-
ted from the rows of a 12 x 12 Hadamard matrix by van Lint in [9]. 
The non-zero components of the inner distribution are ao = a = 1, a5 = a6 = 11, and the 
non-zero components of the dual distribution are bo = 1, b4 = I~O, b6 = y, bg =?t. We have 
[
1 11 
Q'= 1 3 
1 -1 
1 -5 
~: 55~~l 
7 -3 
and 
Q,T(ICI.1)Q' = 211 diag [1,11,55,55/3]. 
In this example WI = 4, W2 = 6, W3 = 8 and Wj - Wi is always a power of 2. 
4.3. Conditions for the existence of uniformly packed 2-error-correcting linear codes 
Corollary 3 gives necessary conditions for the existence of 2-error-correcting linear 
codes that are uniformly packed with parameters A and /.t. We conclude this section by 
deriving further conditions. We assume that W3 - W2 = W2 - WI = pt. 
The annihilator polynomial of C is 
F(x)=ICI fIl (1-;J (12) 
The dual code C.L is a 2-error-correcting code that is uniformly packed with parameters 
A and /.t. Goethals and van Tilborg ([6], Theorem 12) have shown that F(x) can be 
rewritten as 
(13) 
Now 
Kix) =!(Ki(x) - (q -2)KI(x) - n(q -1)) 
and 
Kix) =!(Ki(x) -3(q -2)Ki(x) - (3n(q -1) _2q2+6q -6)KI(x) +2(q -2)(q -1)n). 
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Since F( w;) = 0, for i = 1, 2, 3, and since 6JLF(x) is a monic polynomial in KI(x), we may 
write 
Observe that evaluating F(O) using (12) and (14) gives 
q3WIW2W3 
JL= 61C1 
The coefficient of Ki(x) in 6JLF(x) is seen to be 
3 
- L K I(w;)=-3(A-JL+(q-2» 
;=1 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
by comparing (13) and (14). Siince W3 = W2 + p' and WI = W2 - p' we conclude from (15) that 
n(q-1) - qW2 = A - JL +(q -2). (17) 
In the special case q = 2 we are able to determine the possible parameters. 
THEOREM 3. Let C.l. be a 2-error-correcting [n, n-k] binary code that is uniformly 
packed with parameters A and JL. Let WI, W2, and W3 be the non-zero weights in the dual 
code C. Then 
(1) n=22m+ l -l, k=4m+2, A = (22m -4)/3, JL=(22m -1)/3, wl =22m _2m, w2=22m, 
W3 = 22m +2m, 
(2) n = 6, k = 5, A = 0, JL = 2, WI = 2, W2 = 4, W3 = 6, 
(3) n =21, k=9, A = 1, JL =4, WI =8, W2= 12, W3= 16, 
(4) n=22, k=10, A=O, JL=2, wl =8, w2=12, w3=16, or 
(5) n =70, k= 12, A = 16, JL = 10, WI =24, w2=32, w3=40. 
PROOF. By Corollary 3 the weights w .. W2, W3 are of the form WI = (a -1)2', W2 = a2', 
W3 = (a + 1)2 I. Equation (15) becomes 
a(a -1)(a + 1)2 31+3 
6JL = 2k (18) 
and (17) becomes 
Since 
K I(W2) = A - JL, K I( WI) = A - JL +21+1, and K I ( W3) = A - JL _2'+1, 
it follows from (14) that 
(19) 
6JLF(x) = [KI(x) - (A - JL)][Ki(x) - 2(A - JL)KI(x) + (A - JLf- 221+2]. (20) 
However (13) gives 
6JLF(x) = K~(x) -3(A - JL)Ki(x)+(6JL -3n +2)KI(x)+(6JL +3(A - JL)n). (21) 
Equating coefficients in (20) and (21) gives 
(22) 
and 
(23) 
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Eliminating n from (22) and (23) gives 
(A - J.L + 1)«A - J.L? - (A - J.L) - 3J.L) = 0 
Eliminating 6J.L from (22) and (23) gives 
(A - J.L + 1)«A - J.L + 1?+3(n -1) _221+2) = 0 
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(24) 
(25) 
The codes with A - J.L + 1 = 0 have been classified by Goethals and van Tilborg ([6], 
appendix B). The only linear codes that occur have the same parameters as a 2-error-
correcting BCH code. This is case (1) of the theorem. 
We may now suppose A - J.L + 1 ¥- O. In this case (24) and (25) imply 
(A-J.L+l?=3A+l, (26) 
and 
3n =221+2+2-3A. 
Now (19) and (26) imply 
(n -a21+1+ 1)2= 3A + 1, 
and substituting for A in (27) gives 
a21+2- 5 ± [221+4 -6a21+2+ 33r/2 
n= 
2 
(27) 
(28) 
If t = 1 then the discriminant .1 2 in (28) is .12 = 16(4- 3a) + 33, and so a = 2. Now (28) 
implies n = 5 or n = 6. Since W3 = (a + 1)21 = 6 we must have n = 6, and the other parameters 
are listed in case (2) of the theorem. 
If t=2 then the discriminant,1 2 in (28) is ,12=32(8-3a)+33, and so a =3. Now (28) 
implies n = 21 or n = 22 and the other parameters are listed in cases (3) and (4) of the 
theorem. 
If t=3 then the discriminant,1 2 in (28) is ,12=32(32-6a)+33, and so a=4. Now 
(28) implies n = 70 or n = 53. If n = 53 then (19) implies A - J.L = -11, and (26) implies 
X = 33, so that J.L = 44. However (18) implies 51J.L and so n ¥- 53. If n = 70, then (19) implies 
A - J.L = 6, and (26) implies A = 16, so that J.L = 10. This is case (5) of the theorem. 
We may now suppose t> 3. Recall from the definition of a uniformly packed code that 
A < (n - 2)/3. Now (27) implies n > 221 + 1. Since at least one of n - 2Wh n - 2W2, n - 2W3 
is negative we have 2( a + 1)21 > 221 + 1, and so a;;;' 21- 1. If a = 21- 1 then the discriminant 
.1 2 in (28) is .1 2 = 221+2 + 33. But this is not a square since t ¥- 1 or 3. Since the discriminant 
in (28) is non-negative we must have 3a < 21+1 and so 
By (19) and (27) 
and so by (18) 
21+1 
21- I <a<-3 . 
3n = 221+2+ 2 - 3J.L - 3n + 3a21+1, 
We split the analysis into 3 parts. 
Part 1. a is even. 
Then f = a231- k + 1 is an integer and (30) becomes 
3n = 221+1 + 1 +3a21 - f(a 2 -l). 
(29) 
(30) 
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Since n > 22 ' + 1, it follows that 
22' +2< 3a2' - l(a2-1). (31) 
Let 1= 112{3 where II is odd, and write a = 112a • It follows from (29) that II ~ 1,3. But if 
II ~ 5 then since a> 2'-1 we have 
3a2' - l(a2 ~ 1) < 3.22'-1- 5(22'-2 -1) = 22'-2+ 5 
which contradicts (31). 
Part 2. a = 1 (mod 4) 
Then 1= (a _1)23 ,+2-k is an integer. Since n > 22 ' + 1, it follows from (30) that 
fia(a + 1) 22'+2<3a2'- 2 . (32) 
Let 1= 112{3 where II is odd, and write a = 112a • If II = 1 then (29) implies a = 2'-1 + 1. 
The discriminant .:1 2 in (28) is .:1 2= 221+2_12.2t+1+33, and since (2,+1_7)2<.:1 2< 
(2t+1- 6)2 it is not a square. Therefore II ~ 1 and it follows from (29) that II ~ 3. But if 
II ~ 5 then since a> 2'-1 we have 
3a2' la(a
2 
+ 1) < 21- 1( 3.2' _ 52~-) = 7.22'-3 
which contradicts (32). 
Part 3. a=-1 (mod 4) 
Then 1= (a + 1)231+2- k is an integer. Since n > 221 + 1, it follows from (30) that 
221 +2< 3a2' _la(a
2 
-1). (33) 
Let 1= 112{3 where II is odd, and write a = 112a • It follows from (29) that II ~ 1,3, and if 
II ~ 5 then since a> 2'- 1 we have 
3a2' la(a
2
-1) <2'-1(3.21- 5.;-1) =221-3 
which contradicts (33). 
This finishes the proof. 
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